CROSSWORD
No. 15,805 Set by PETO

ACROSS
1 A consequence of abandoning Ulster (6)
4 It's said erroneously about having a love of cruelty (8)
10 Sleeping with party worker Trump oddly ignored earlier (7)
11 Away team's players try to avoid being here (7)
12 Language lab's earliest computer program (4)
13 Supporter's complaint involves Newcastle's top player (10)
15 Hold with Deneuve's refusal to embrace South African golfer (6)
16 That which is disclosed after vicar leaves in high spirits (7)
20 Posts Jack neglected to repair are unimportant (7)
21 Sally's kind to Danielle essentially (6)
24 Worker taken in by injured player's jocularity (10)
26 Minister to stop Tory leader at the start (4)
28 Without anyone else to carry a couple of barrels of shellfish for instance (7)
29 Without having enough of a warning (7)
30 Pub landlord gets to see Skinner's finally introduced (8)
31 Leave biretta off after king departs (4,2)

DOWN
1 Reminiscent of Lowell's last poem about residing in Split (8)
2 No cover charge here? (5,4)
3 Offering little hope bishop rejected disclosure of secret information (4)
5 Chiefly coming from a lovable rogue (5,3)
6 Working to conceal French breach of agreement (10)
7 Fool putting away seconds gets wind (5)
8 An opinion expressed by many people about her virginity (6)
9 Absolute crackpot's name removed (5)
14 The standard by which to judge a witty fool say (10)
17 Working to locate boxing article without delay (2-3-4)
18 Mistaking danger to ancient city's magnificence (8)
19 Exhausted by unproductive strike (8)
22 Silence surrounding mountain climbing tragedies at last featured in sensational news story (6)
23 Tidiness of fringe's first to go (5)
25 Tests showing former partner has a debilitating disease (5)
27 Contributing to Romola testifying recently (4)

Solution 15,804

B O N I N E S S  C H A R O N
R E L A T E  E E E E
E X A M I N E R  T R I P U P
N O R T H  S E D O
D E L V E  I N T O  T A R O T
A Y U  A I T I
T A I L  A R M
A T O M  R A C K E T S
T A I L  A R M
E N G A G E D  C A L L
A G H E  O B B
C A R E T  A L T E R N A T E
H I S  T A S S A
E X E M P T  L A N D M A R K
R O V E  G O L E
S H E A T H  L E I N S T E R